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man to see them making his tea and boiling his eggs; and it
eased his rage against the destroyer of monasteries and the
founder of county families to throw his tea-leaves and his egg-
shells into that great belly.
For the House of Hanover, on the contrary, Dud had a strong
penchant. Especially did his heart warm, as an unsuccessful
historian, to the royal reception of the triumphant author of The
Decline and Fall "What? Another volume, Mr. Gibbon?
Always the same I see—scribble, scribble, scribble 1"
He knew very well, as he now proceeded to turn out the gas-
jets and carry "the Royal Martyr" to the fire in his bedroom
that these lively sensations of his first experience of his new
abode would never repeat themselves.
With the steaming kettle in his hand he leaned first across
the broad sill of his kitchen window, looking due north, and
then across the even broader window-sill of his bedroom look-
ing due south. He was enchanted by the view from both these
posts of observation. Who would have supposed that you
could see so many tree-tops and so many rooks' nests over the
roof of a busy stationer's in the High Street of a prosperous
town? And as for what he saw from his kitchen window it
simply astonished him. It was a pure pastoral scene! Just a
few slate roofs, a few tiled roofs, a few warehouses built with
the solidity of churches, a few carefully cultivated little gardens,
a few flagstone paths, ancient tool-sheds, disused privies, fowl-
runs, cat-haunted stone walls, just one single row of artisans'
houses, and then beyond all these the veritable country,
lovely in its dewy repose as if it had been miles away from any
town!
. As die man uneasily shifted his kettle from one hand to the
other to avoid the steam he allowed his gaze to follow the rising
uplands till they lost themselves in a downlike horizon, topped
by clumps of trees. But what was that line of shining silver in
the middle distance, that curious strip of metallic brightness
dkiding the water-meadows of the immediate valley? Dud
ksew wefl what it was, though this was the first time he had
realized that it was visible from his own dwelling. It was the
rirer Fromei It was the river which shines so bright in its swift,
dear, gravelly flow that the great Wessex author has compared
it to a tribirtary of the celestial Water of Life.
Eating his breakfast at last close to H$ fire—and he was de-

